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ABSTRACT 

Crash barriers have several functions, used in different locations and are multiple types. Various cases of crashing 

of fully metal barrier semi rigids and spilling over the accidents when collision of these barriers with high speed 

vehicles is reported. Several studies are being conducted to improve the design of these  barriers. In this study two 

new types of composite barriers composed of RCC frame and metal absorbers are proposed. M 40 concrete is used 

in RCC frames and  standard W beams and channel sections are used as impact absorbers.  These barriers provide 

more strength and stability without affecting the flexibility to the metal barriers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Several accidents involving vehicular collision with crash barriers and median dividers are being reported across the 

globe till recently. Shivani Bhatia popular singer, died  and her husband severely injured in a road accident when 

their car crashed in January 2019 into the divider on the  Yamuna Expressway [1]. A BMW car smashed and driver 

became critical after the car collided  with lane divider in Cape Town in January 2019 [2] .  Two girl students killed 

and another 3 suffered injuries when an i20 car hit the divider in Noida in March 2018 [3]. These type of accidents 

come under the category of vehicles ramming into fixed objects category. Fixed or stationary objects can be various 

types like trees, utility pole and median dividers etc. In 2017 in India 12085 accidents with fixed object happened 

and 4283 people were killed in such accidents [4]  as shown Table 2.1. Total 13700 accidents with fixed objects 

occurred in 2016 and 4570 persons killed in these accidents [5].  Though there is a slight reduction in numbers in 

2017 compared to 2016, the numbers are quite disturbing. Collisions with crash barriers fall under fatal category and 

hence there is a need to develop new designs for crash barriers that can help in reducing the severity of damage.  

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Based on the rigidity barriers are classified in to three types [6] ) - Rigid, semi-rigid and flexible.  Rigid concrete 

barriers are suitable for strong impacts and semi rigid W beam type and Thrie beam type steel barriers can withstand 

moderate collisions.  But sometimes semi rigid barriers are subjected to heavy impacts due to high speed medium  
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Table 1.  Road accidents, fatalities and injuries by type of collision – 

2017  

vehicles or heavy trucks  and get crashed leading to spill over of collisions to other lanes. Both vertical channel posts 

and horizontal  beams get damaged severely. Figure 1 shows a damaged car and crashed barrier in Burmarrad, Malta 

[7].).  As new generation and high speed cars are being produced and highway infrastructure  keeps on improving to 

drive fast,  there is a need and scope [8]  to focus on  the design of semi rigid crash barriers that cater to fast moving 

lanes. [9]  conducted studies on crash attenuators and proposed to use lamellar and rubber elements to reduce the 

impact damage in guard rail barrier systems. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study two  composite crash barrier systems that can strengthen the commonly used typical metal barriers (Fig 

2) are proposed . The materials proposed in these systems are  the standard and tested materials being used in both 

metal crash barrier  and concrete rigid barriers. Dimensions and sections of concrete  [10]  can be similar to NJTA 

barrier   shown in fig 3  with  M40 Grade of  concrete as per IS 10262:2009 and  steel reinforcement of 12 mm size main 

bars and  6 mm size stirrups. As  impact energy absorbers W steel beams having depth 312 mm and thickness 3 mm and  

steel channel sections of size 150x75x5 mm  (IRC SP 84 - 2014) as shown  if figure 4 are used. Both these products are cold 

roll formed and hot dipped galvanized conforming to IS 5986 Grade Fe 360/Fe 410, IS 10748 Grade II or equivalent 

[11] .  Jointed channel sections of 150 x 150 x 5 mm of above grade or square hollow sections of size 150x150x5 mm of  

YST grade as shown in figure 5  are also used  [12] .  These sections are all widely being used  in  the industry. Moreover 
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the height and  shape of  the proposed  systems is similar to the commonly used  metal crash barriers. Hence  further  testing 

of the materials and models is not undertaken. 

 

                            

Figure 1.  Crashed car and Metal Barrier.                                        Figure 2.  Typical Metal barrier 

                         

Figure 3.  NJTA's Concrete Barrier.                                                     Figure 4. W metal beam and channel sections 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To improve the strength  and safety of the  metal crash barriers in handling high impact loads  due to collision with fast 

moving cars and  motor cycles and  moderately moving medium  weight vehicles  two composite configurations are 

proposed.  In  both  the  models vertical channel sections are replaced by a RCC frame consisting of Top RCC beam of 

300x150 mm  resting on  vertical RCC posts of 300 mm 150 mm which are supported  by a trapezoidal  RCC foundation of 

width 820mm at base and height of  300 mm as shown in figure 6. The RCC posts are spaced at 3 m c/c. In composite  

Model 1 shown in fig 7,  W metal beams are fixed on both sides  to the frame at the height of collision to absorbs the 
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collision energy of the colliding vehicles from both sides. In composite  Model 2 shown in fig 8, instead of horizontal 

beams, vertical square hollow sections are of 150x150x5 mm at c/c spacing of 300 mm are fixed in the RCC frame  

to face the collisions on either side of  the barrier. The side faces of end RCC posts are covered with channel 

sections of size 150x75x5 mm as shown in figures 7 & 8 to absorb the impact energy in case the vehicles collide 

with the posts at the cross over intervals. Initial cost of these two models may be expensive due to replacement of  

 

.             
  Figure 5. Metal square hollow sections                                               Figure 6. RCC frame replacing the vertical    

                                                                                                                              channel posts in metal barriers                                              

                  

     Figure 7. Composite Model 1 RCC frame with                        Figure 8. Composite Model 2 RCC frame with   

                     W horizontal beams on both sides                                             vertical square hollow sections 
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steel posts with RCC frame but maintenance cost will be less.  As the RCC frame work can provide more strength 

and stability compared to metal crash barriers to withstand higher impact loads of fast moving vehicles,  these two 

composite models can be a better alternative to a fully metal crash barrier to use in fast lanes as well as  motor cycle 

lanes. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Crashing and collapse of metal crash barriers and spillage of accidents is observed when some fast moving cars and 

motor cycles hit the barriers with heavy impact loads. In this study two new composite designs are proposed to 

improve the strength of the semi rigid metal barriers without affecting the collision absorbing nature of the metal 

sections..  In both designs vertical metal  posts are replaced with a RCC frame consisting of top beam, vertical 

columns and bottom foundation. Further in Model 1 W metal beams are run longitudinally along RCC frame on both 

sides and in Model 2 vertical square hollow metal sections are fixed between the top beam and bottom foundation. 

End vertical RCC posts are also covered with horizontal metal channel sections to absorb the collision loads at 

barrier intervals. These designs may have high initial cost due to RCC frame in place of metal post but less 

maintenance costs. 
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